By the present, he is appointed as a Professor of the programs of Higher Education in the Escuela Tecnológica, INSTITUTO TÉCNICO CENTRAL.

EL RECTOR DE LA ESCUELA TECNOLÓGICA INSTITUTO TÉCNICO CENTRAL

In exercise of its legal powers and in particular those that it confers on Article 24, paragraph 1) of the Agreement 05 of 2013, "Estatuto General" and

CONSIDERANDO:

That according to the official of the 9th of December 2015, the professor LUIS ALFONSO MELO OSPINA, identified with cedula de ciudadanía number 19.371.562, professor of Medio Tiempo in the Program of Higher Education of the Escuela Tecnológica INSTITUTO TÉCNICO CENTRAL, requested a promotion in the Escala Docente category of ASOCIADO PROFESOR.

That according to the agreement 09 of the 23rd of July 2015, in the article 23°: "Promotion of the professors within the category of the professor, when the request has been made within a period of six months prior to the date of the request for promotion for each category. The office of the promotion is notified to the interested party."

That verified that the requisites established in the article 19° Agreement 09 of 2015, Estatuto de Profesores de la Escuela Tecnológica INSTITUTO TÉCNICO CENTRAL, emanated from the Consejo Directivo, to Professor LUIS ALFONSO MELO OSPINA. It corresponds to ascend in the category of PROFESOR ASOCIADO.

That, in virtue of the foregoing,

RESUELVE:

ARTICULO 1°. - Ascender in the Escalafón of the Carrera Docente of the Program of Higher Education of the Escuela Tecnológica INSTITUTO TÉCNICO CENTRAL, to LUIS ALFONSO MELO OSPINA, identified with cedula de ciudadanía No. 19.371.562 to the category of ASOCIADO PROFESOR.

ARTICULO 2°. - The date on which the promotion will be included in the Academia Career will be from the 9th of December 2015, and will affect the academic career of the same.

ARTICULO 3°. - For the recognition of the economic benefit of the promotion that entails the article 1° of the present resolution, this will be based on the availability of the financial budget certified by the responsible personnel of the areas of the ESCUELA TECNOLÓGICA INSTITUTO TÉCNICO CENTRAL, who must communicate its availability.

ARTICULO 4°. - Communicate the content of this resolution to the areas of Talent Human, budget, Contabilidad and Tesorería, so that they proceed according to their competencies.

ARTICULO 5°. - Notifiques personally the present Resolution to the Docente LUIS ALFONSO MELO OSPINA.

ARTICULO 6°. - he must not delay that against the present providence proceeds the resources of the provision for the services of the Escuela Tecnológica INSTITUTO TÉCNICO CENTRAL, so that the frequency of the service is made in the five (5) consecutive days following the notification of the concerned.

ARTICULO 7°. - The present Resolution begins to apply from the date of its publication.

NOTIFIQUESE, COMUNIQUESE Y CUMPLASE

Dada en Bogotá, a los 1 5 JUN 2016
EL RECTOR

HNO. JOSE GREGORIO CONTRERAS FERNANDEZ

Proyectó: Lucibeth Blanchar Maestra. Profesional Especializado
Revisó: Félix Jorge Zavaleta, Profesional de Gestión Talent Human